Abstract-We address the recovery of sparse vectors in an overcomplete, linear and noisy multiple measurement framework, where the measurement matrix is known upto a permutation of its rows. We derive sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) based updates for joint recovery of the unknown sparse vectors and the sensing order, represented using a permutation matrix. We model the sparse vectors using multiple uncorrelated and correlated vectors, and in particular, we use the first order AR model for the correlated sparse vectors. We propose the Permutation-MSBL and a Kalman filtering based Permutation-KSBL algorithm for low-complexity joint recovery of the sparse vectors and the permutation matrix. The novelty of this work is in providing a simple update step for the permutation matrix using the rearrangement inequality. We demonstrate the mean square error and the permutation recovery performance of the proposed algorithms as compared to a compressed sensing based scheme. . In a general multiple measurement setting, the observation matrix Y ∈ R N ×M is obtained as a weighted combination of the columns of the measurement matrix Φ, where the weights are given by the entries of M sparse columns in X ∈ R L×M [4], i.e.,
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Efficient techniques for reconstructing sparse signals from an overcomplete system of linear equations using compressed sensing and Bayesian methods have received considerable attention in recent years [1] - [3] . In a general multiple measurement setting, the observation matrix Y ∈ R N ×M is obtained as a weighted combination of the columns of the measurement matrix Φ, where the weights are given by the entries of M sparse columns in X ∈ R L×M [4] , i.e.,
where each column n m of the additive noise matrix N ∈ R N ×M is modelled as a zero mean additive white Gaussian vector distributed as n m ∼ N (0, σ 2 I N ). In (1), the columns of X have identical sparsity profiles, i.e., X has K non-zero rows, where K is the sparsity or the number of non-zero entries in each column of X.
Typically, the task of sparse recovery involves the recovery of the locations and the magnitude of the non-zero entries of the sparse vector when the observation matrix is perfectly known. In the case when the observation matrix is unknown or partially known, several papers in literature have addressed the problem of jointly recovering the observation matrix and the sparse vectors [5] - [8] . In this work, we address a special case of a partially known observation matrix, wherein the true order, or the sensor permutation of rows of the observation matrix is unknown. This problem is called as the sensor permutation (SP) problem or unlabelled sensing [9] - [11] .
Unlabelled sensing problems are encountered in several applications such as simultaneous location approximation and mapping in robotics, multi-target tracking, archaeological measurements, clock jitter [9] , [12] , and more recently in deviceto-device communications [13] . Sparse linear unlabelled sensing problem using compressed sensing based techniques was explored recently. In [14] , the authors consider the problem of joint SP dictionary and sparse vector estimation and discuss several results pertaining to its computational intractibility. In [10] , the authors address the identifiability of X in a noiseless setting, and show that when the number of observations is twice the sparsity level, exact recovery is possible with probability 1. In [9] , the authors provide sharp conditions on the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for exact permutation recovery, and also derive necessary conditions for approximate permutation recovery when the entries of the observation matrix are drawn from a standard Gaussian matrix in the noisy linear setting. For unlabeled sensing problems where the relative order of the subset of observations is known, an alternating maximization algorithm is proposed in [12] . A branch and bound based solution to the noiseless MMV SP problem was proposed in [11] . In [15] , the authors propose a least squares and a methods of moments based estimator for recovering the true sensor permutation. In a slightly different SP problem setting, algorithms to recover the unknown sparse vector and parameters from binary quantized measurements are proposed in [16] . However, none of the above mentioned works consider a Bayesian framework where the sparse matrix X is drawn from a given distribution.
We propose a novel Bayesian approach for joint multiple sparse vector recovery and sensor permutation recovery in an MMV framework. In particular, we solve the SP problem in an SBL framework [2] , [17] , and derive the update equations for the unknown sparse vectors and the permutation matrices. The observations y m ∈ R N ×1 is linearly related to the unknown permutation matrix P m and the sparse vectors in X as
Here P m ∈ P N , where P N is the set of all N × N permutation matrices. The prior in the context of SBL is given by
Note that if γ(l) → 0, then the corresponding
, [17] , and γ is K-sparse. In (2), we employ a first order auto-regressive (AR) model for modelling the correlation between adjacent columns, x m and x m+1 in X, where 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is the AR coefficient and u m is the driving noise which is typically modeled as u m ∼ N (0, (1 − ρ 2 )Γ). The columns of X in (2) are statistically independent of each other if ρ = 0. In the model given above, the sparsity of driving noise u m in (2) is coupled to the sparsity in γ, i.e., if γ(l) → 0, then the corresponding u m (l) → 0.
In the sequel, we propose SBL based algorithms as a solution to the SP problem and demonstrate the performance using Monte carlo simulations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the SP problem in a Bayesian framework.
Notation: Boldface small letters denote vectors and boldface capital letters denote matrices. The symbol diag(a) denotes a diagonal matrix with entries given by a. The pdf of the random variable X is represented as p(x) and the random variables and deterministic parameters in the pdf are separated using a semicolon. The i th entry of a and the (i, j) th entry of A are represented as a(i) and A(i, j), respectively.
II. P-MSBL: UNCORRELATED SPARSE COLUMNS OF X
We propose the Permutation-MSBL (P-MSBL) algorithm for joint recovery of the unknown permutation matrix P and multiple sparse vectors in X, when ρ = 0. We treat X as the hidden variable, and (Y, X) as the complete information, and both γ and P = [P 1 , . . . , P M ] are unknown parameters. We obtain the maximum likelihood estimate of the unknown parameters using the SBL algorithm as follows:
where P M N is the M dimensional manifold of P N . The E-step above requires the posterior density of the sparse vector using the r-th parameter updates given by γ (r) and P (r) . Using the likelihood given by
and the prior density in (3), the posterior distribution is computed as p x m |y m ;
where
In the above equations, µ m is the MAP estimate of x m for the r-th update of the hyperparameters given by Γ (r) = diag(γ (r) ). In the noiseless case the SBL updates can be derived by applying the limit σ 2 → 0 [4] . The key aspect of the M-step given in (4) is that the objective function is the sum of two independent functions
[log p(X; γ)], hence admitting independent optimization w.r.t. γ and P m for m ∈ [M ]. Optimization w.r.t. P m : The optimization problem to obtain the permutation matrix update, P (r+1) m , is as follows
= arg min
where c consists of terms independent of P m for m ∈ [M ]. We obtain (10) using P T m P m = I N . From the E-step, we have E X|Y;γ (r) ,P (r) [x m ] = µ m , and hence, (10) is re-written as
In summary, the solution to the above optimization problem maximizes the m-th term which is the product of two vectors y m and Φµ m , i.e., we need to find the permutation matrix P m which permutes the rows of Φµ m (or columns of y T m ) such that the product of two vectors is maximized. The solution for (11) can be obtained by invoking the rearrangement inequality [9] , [18] . This inequality states that if a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) and b = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n ) are two n-tuples of real numbers, and σ a and σ b are permutations on a and b such that σ a (a 1 ) ≥ . . . ≥ σ a (a n ) and 
In other words, for two vectors a and b, the sum of pairwise products is maximum if we pair the largest element of the first vector with the largest element of the second vector, the second largest element of the first vector with the second largest element of the second vector, and so on. Invoking the rearrangement inequality in this context, the permutation matrix for every m is obtained by sorting the vectors y m and Φµ m in descending (or ascending) order, leading to M permutation matrices. If P 1 = . . . = P M =P, we obtain the following optimization problem in P:
It is possible to solve the above problem by obtaining a convex relaxation of (13) by replacing P N by its convex hull. However, it is shown that in practice, this strategy performs poorly and fails to identify the true permutation [11] , [19] . For the EM algorithm to converge, it is sufficient to ensure that the likelihood increases in every iteration of the algorithm, i.e.,
In order to ensure a likelihood increase, we propose a lowcomplexity albeit an approximate solution to (11) by choosing M candidate permutation matrices that maximize each of the M terms in (13). Among the M candidate solutions, we choose the permutation matrix that leads to the largest value of (13), and hence the likelihood. Optimization w.r.t. γ: The optimization problem w.r.t. γ is given by
Optimizing (15) 
, we obtain the following:
where Σ m (l, l) and µ m (l) are the l-th diagonal component and the l-th component of Σ m and µ m , respectively. In the following section, we derive the Kalman filtering based SBL-based updates for the system model given in (2).
III. P-KSBL: CORRELATED SPARSE COLUMNS OF X
We design SBL based algorithms for the joint recovery of the correlated sparse vectors and the permutation matrices. Specifically, we consider the scenario when 0 < ρ ≤ 1, and provide SBL updates which exploit the correlation between the columns of X. Note that for ρ = 0, the Kalman filter based update equations are same as in (6) . The E-and the M-steps of the SBL algorithm are as given in (4) . If the measurement matrices and the hyperparameters are known, the model in (2) admits a Kalman filter based estimation and tracking framework. This motivates us to design such a filter using SBL updates. Accordingly, we observe that in the Estep given in (4), posterior distribution of the sparse vector, p(X|Y; γ (r) , P (r) ), is obtained using the recursive update equations given by [5] for m = 1, . . . , M do Prediction:x m|m−1 = ρx m−1|m−1 (17)
Filtering:
end.
Here J j−1 ρΣ j−1|j−1 Σ −1 j|j−1 and G m is the Kalman gain, and the symbolsx m|m−1 , Σ m|m−1 , etc. have their usual meanings as in the KF literature [20] . The above procedure is initialized by settingx 0|0 = 0 and Σ 0|0 = Γ (0) . In order to obtain an ML estimate of γ and the permutation matrix P m in the M-step, the mean and covariance of the posterior distribution computed in the E-step is utilized. From (4), the M-step results in the following:
where c ′ is a constant independent of γ and P. The expression above is a sum of terms which are independent functions of γ and P, denoted as Q(γ|γ (r) m ) and Q(P|P (r) ), respectively. The update of the hyperparameters for the (r + 1)-th iteration can be computed from the optimization problem given by
The above expression can be simplified as
which we obtain from [20] as follows:
The above recursion is initialized using
m ) for m = 1, . . . , M can be simplified as follows:
(28) From the above, we see that the M-step requiresx m|m E X|Y;P (r) m ,γ (r) [x m ] which is computed in the E-step. The maximization of Q(P m |P (r) m ) in (28) leads to the following optimization problem for P m :
Again, we invoke the rearrangement inequality to solve the above optimization problem as detailed in the previous section. Thus, the proposed algorithm learns γ and P m in the Mstep and provides low-complexity and recursive estimates of the sparse vector in the E-step. In the following section, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithms using experimental results.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we describe the experimental setup used to demonstrate the mean square error (MSE) and the permutation recovery performance (success rate) of the proposed algorithms. We consider M sparse vectors of L = 100, with sparsity given by K = 4. We assume the perfect knowledge of the noise variance (σ 2 ) which we vary to capture a wide spectrum of signal to noise ratio. The matrix Φ is generated as an overcomplete (N < L) random Gaussian measurement matrix, with N = 30. In order to demonstrate the performance of the P-KSBL algorithm, we generate the correlated sparse vectors according to the AR model given in (2) with ρ = 0.95. The experiment is repeated for 1000 trials. We fix the maximum number of iterations of the SBL algorithm as 500. The algorithms proposed in this paper use EM-based updates, and hence, they have a local minima convergence guarantee [21] .
It is well-known that the SBL algorithm is particularly sensitive to the choice of the initialization parameters, Γ (0) and P (0) . Using a non-informative choice such as Γ (0) = I L is sufficient for ensuring good solutions for γ, when the measurement matrix is known [22] . However, in the current scenario, the choice of P (0) is not very straightforward. In order to obtain P (0) , we assume that P consists of a few anchor rows which are known in advance. The anchor rows matrix P B consists of B anchor rows of P [23] . Although the assumption on anchor rows is a departure from the derivation in Sec. II, an unfavourable choice of P (0) could have deflected the γ updates away from the true value.
In Fig. 1 , we demonstrate the MSE performance of the proposed P-MSBL (when P 1 = P 2 = . . . = P M and P 1 = P 2 = . . . = P M = P) and P-KSBL. Here, P (0) m is as obtained above, Γ (0) = I L and B anchor rows of P m are assumed to be known apriori. As expected, the performance of the proposed algorithms improves as the number of anchor rows of P increases. The performance also improves as M increases. We also see that in the case when permutation matrices are unequal, the advantage of averaging over permutation matrices is not available, and hence increasing M does not improve performance.
In Fig. 2 , the permutation recovery performance of the proposed techniques for M = 20 and M = 10 at SNR= 60dB is demonstrated. Both, in the presence and absence of correlation, SBL can recover the permutations perfectly if 50% of the permutation matrix consists of anchor rows, and the permutations are recovered with probability of 0.8 if 30% of the permutation matrix consists of anchor rows. It can be observed that the permutation recovery performance improves with M . As a baseline scheme, we employ the Simultaneous OMP (S-OMP) technique to obtain an estimate of X using P B . After obtaining the estimate of the sparse vector, the permutation matrix can be obtained by performing the Mstep of the EM algorithm once. As the algorithm proceeds, γ and P m are estimated jointly and as a result, the accurately decoded rows of P m helps to improve the estimates of γ. Hence, P-MSBL and P-KSBL perform better compared to schemes that separately estimate P m and γ, such as S-OMP. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed novel SBL-based algorithms for recovery of a sparse matrix from a noisy, linear overcomplete MMV model, where the measurement matrix is known upto a permutation of rows. In particular, we considered two scenarios: a matrix with uncorrelated sparse columns and correlated sparse columns. We modelled the correlated sparse vectors using a first order AR model and devised a Kalman based SBL approach for joint recovery of the sparse vector and the unknown permutation matrix. An important aspect of the proposed algorithms is that the joint optimization problem in the hyperparameters of the sparse vector and the permutation matrix separates as two independent optimization problems. Furthermore, we simplified the permutation recovery problem by invoking the rearrangement inequality. Using Monte Carlo simulations, we showed that proposed techniques are capable of learning the permutation matrix using a small number of known anchor rows in P.
